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Storm Data and Unusual Weather Phenomena - January 2011

ARKANSAS, Northwest

(AR-Z001) BENTON, (AR-Z002) CARROLL, (AR-Z010) WASHINGTON, (AR-Z011) MADISON, (AR-Z019) CRAWFORD

0

0

Winter Storm01/20/11 00:00 CST

01/20/11 13:00 CST

An upper level disturbance approached the region from the northwest late on the 19th. Light freezing rain and sleet developed ahead of 

this system over northwestern Arkansas late in the evening of the 19th. The precipitation changed over to snow around midnight on the 

20th and continued to spread southward over time. Snow continued into the morning hours of the 20th before the system moved to the 

east of the region. Four to six inches of snow fell across a large portion of northwestern Arkansas.

OKLAHOMA, Eastern

(OK-Z049) PUSHMATAHA, (OK-Z053) CHOCTAW, (OK-Z076) LE FLORE

0

0

Heavy Snow01/09/11 09:00 CST

01/09/11 23:00 CST

A strong upper level storm system moved from the Southern Rockies across Texas on the 9th. Precipitation associated with this storm 

developed into southeastern Oklahoma during the morning hours of the 9th and rather quickly changed to snow, with periods of 

moderate to heavy snow continuing through the afternoon. Four to five inches of snow fell across portions of Choctaw, Pushmataha, 

and Le Flore Counties.

(OK-Z054) OSAGE, (OK-Z055) WASHINGTON, (OK-Z056) NOWATA, (OK-Z057) CRAIG, (OK-Z058) OTTAWA, (OK-Z059) PAWNEE, (OK-Z060) TULSA, 

(OK-Z061) ROGERS, (OK-Z062) MAYES, (OK-Z063) DELAWARE, (OK-Z068) CHEROKEE, (OK-Z069) ADAIR

0

0

Winter Storm01/19/11 22:00 CST

01/20/11 11:30 CST

An upper level disturbance approached the region from the northwest late on the 19th. Light freezing rain and sleet developed ahead of 

this system over northeastern Oklahoma late in the evening of the 19th. The precipitation changed over to snow around midnight on the 

20th and continued to spread southward over time. Snow continued into the morning hours of the 20th before the system moved to the 

east of the region. Four to six inches of snow fell across a large portion of northeastern Oklahoma.
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